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The strength the look and of course the killer smile on face is all 
off the board if teeth are not healthy. A guy smiling with white 
and healthy teeth having 20 inches’ chest look much smarter than 
one having 40 inches but missing and unhealthy teeth. After all a 
beautiful smile is all one and only needs. Modern world is all about 
appearance. Same time “the warriors” our teeth possess functions 
in day to day life like chewing to fullfill our mighty stomach, proper 
pronunciation for communication, maintaining the muscle tone of 
cheeks and it will go on. Even though it possesses so much it has 
been kept ignored by many among us with the saying “we have 32 
teeth, even if we lose a few we have another set of teeth with us”. 
This is still the sad reality among many of us. The awareness is 
building up but we need more hands to join in the mission of healthy 
teeth for all. Teeth are like LOC of our body. It protects us from 
outside unwanted invasions like our Indian Army “salute to them”, 
decrasing their numbers will decrease our strength on borders. 
The same concept applies in our own oral cavity. Loss of tooth will 
weaken our oral environment leading to decrease health. It’s not 
like we can’t manage with loss of few teeth. Managing will be like 
driving home to office of a distance of 5km by bicycle instead of any 
motor vehicle. In both condition we will reach the destination but 
you are smart enough to understand the CONDITION You will be 
in both cases. Every tooth in oral cavity has specific function to do 
which arise the need to protect the individuals to maintain a good 
oral health. The better health of oral cavity will have a healthy life 
. Last but not the least a happy smiling face. As someone has truly 
said “IT’S ALL STARTS WITH A SMILE”. 
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